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The Talmud teaches that “Blessing cannot dwell in that which is numbered or measured.”
(Taanit 8b). This seems to suggest that counting and analyzing our particular accomplishments
(the quoted comment deals with a farmer measuring his grain) puts us at risk for losing sight of
the bigger picture. We might hyper-focus on evaluating our trees, only to lose touch with the
mystery and majesty of the forest that surrounds us. It’s an important caution: numbers only go
so far to convey the blessings we experience, and this kind of measuring can easily feed hubris
on the one hand and anxiety on the other.

The blessing that you enable through your support is not in the number of footsteps marched or
dollars raised. The blessing is in the way that each opportunity of engagement that people find
with DJJ kindles sparks of transformation. The blessing is in the way that meaningful relationships
are built and strengthened, organizing skills learned and deepened, political analyses
sharpened, and hope continually cultivated -- exactly those things that cannot be “numbered or
measured.”

And yet, you deserve an accounting -- you have given your time, talent and treasure to build this
unique Jewish organizing project into a trusted agent of change. We are grateful for your
continued support and want to share what we’ve been up to, and we can (and should!)
celebrate the favorable numbers contained in our report -- so long as we remember that the
numbers are just vessels for the intangible.

2018 was a whirlwind of organizing, advocacy, and culture-working. A leader remarked that,
even if we had only accomplished our legislator water survey for the People’s Water Board,
dayenu! It would have been enough! We are in awe of the tireless work Eleanor Gamalski did to
build this organization from the ground up for three years. Her departure presents an
opportunity to step back and evaluate how DJJ can be more sustainable for leaders and staff
moving forward. While our direction is continually evolving and shaped by our lay-leaders,
current events, and the needs of our community partners, we know that we are doubling down
on our commitment to water justice, and reaching further into the Jewish community. Our first
ever awards event promises to be an incredible opportunity to intergenerational connection,
learning, and celebration.

When a young Jew moves to Detroit to work with us, or a community partner refuses an
honorarium in favor of further investing in our work, I feel that unquantifiable transformation. I
feel those sparks. I feel that immeasurable blessing, and feel immeasurably blessed to be able
to share it with you.

Onwards!

RABBI ALANA ALPERT
Executive Director

WATER & HOUSING JUSTICE

People’s Water Board Coalition (PWB) in key roles, including legislative work and

Supported

recruitment for actions
Planned PWB press conference where

40 spiritual leaders stood together for water affordability

Jewish voice at speaking engagements dedicated to water & housing issues
Hosted a public Hanukkah action where 65 members of Jewish community marched in support of
Provided a

water justice policies

Doubled leadership of water justice team; led team to set and achieve
goals in issue education and mobilization
Generated

“8 days of Water Justice” social media campaign for

Hanukkah, teaching on the water crisis through a Jewish lens
Created a

first-of-its kind survey on water issues for

candidates running for state office, helping shape
PWB strategy in 2019
Invited by Coalition to End Unconstitutional Tax
Foreclosures (CEUTF) to develop and execute

issue

education at local places of worship
Highlighted the illegal tax foreclosure crisis and the
work of CEUTF in 3rd Annual Purim Extravaganza

SUSTAIN THE MOVEMENT!
Your generous donation has nourished a growing movement of progressive Jews
fighting for the rights of the people of Detroit. Your contribution has enabled us
to plan innovative programs, take action with our partners, build lasting
relationships, and ignite the Jewish community. For that and all of your many gifts
to the community, we sincerely thank you.

Support our work at detroitjewsforjustice.org/donate

CULTURE BUILDING AND
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

25 new leaders, growing leadership more than 25%
Published 64 blogs featuring leaders’ reflections
Hosted 2 Leader Orientations & 2 Political Education Salons
Brought on

Elected new Steering Committee & Campaign Advisory Team
Organized 2nd leadership Shabbaton for

40 leaders

7 internship experiences
Supported leaders to access 4 cultural organizing trainings
Facilitated

Invested in staff and leader training, offering opportunities to
learn about class, personal relationship to money, how to make

From a CEUTF leader:
“I appreciate the humor, the
ability to boo loud and long
so frequently, and the
company of so many other
social justice warriors in the
audience and on the
stage. Your work brought
tears to my eyes and hope
to my heart. I appreciate you
all so much.”

an ask, and philanthropy

3rd Annual Purim Extravaganza

4 Major
Cultural
Events:

Racial Justice Seder with Detroit Equity Action Lab & Aurora Levins Morales
Daniel Kahn & the Painted Bird Sukkot concert
Pittsburgh Vigil (with the most diverse array of Jewish partners we’ve ever
worked with)

LEADING THE POOR
PEOPLE'S CAMPAIGN
As the most active Jewish institution in the Michigan
Poor People’s Campaign, we mobilized dozens of lay
people & clergy to train on & risk arrest in non-violent
direct action

BY THE NUMBERS

12.6K

$500
156.6K

video
views

people reached
via Facebook events

11 leaders
21 leaders

$

$28,666

$207,000 403
donated by

raised

unique

from

22
states

donors

in end-of-year
fundraising by

26

leaders

